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ABSTRACT
Developers turn to Stack Overflow and other on-line sources to find
solutions to security problems, but little is known about how they
engage with and guide one another in these environments or the
perceptions of software security this may encourage. This study
joins recent calls to understand more about how developers use
Internet sources to solve security problems. Using qualitative meth-
ods, a set of questions within the security channel of Stack Overflow
were selected and examined for themes. Preliminary findings reveal
more about this community of practitioners: who are the askers and
commenters, how security questions are asked and how develop-
ers frame technical information using social and experience-based
perceptions of security.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Software security engineering; •
Software and its engineering → Collaboration in software
development;
KEYWORDS
secure software development, collaborative environments, empiri-
cal studies
1 INTRODUCTION
Many real-world security vulnerabilities in software relate to a
few known classes of attack such as code injection. A number of
practices and technologies for detecting and preventing vulnerabil-
ities in software are likewise established, such as input sanitisation
and non-escaping strings. However, it is not clear why many pro-
fessional software developers do not adopt these practices and
technologies as a matter of course.
Security is, in part, a social phenomenon. Peer interaction, expe-
rience of security failures, and an awareness about the impact of
security failures on people’s well-being influence the decisions in-
dividuals make about whether or not to be secure in their personal
lives [10] and on the job [17]. Social interaction is also key to devel-
opers’ motivation to work; characteristics of the feedback received
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influence a developer’s actions [20], and the nature of peer-to-peer
interaction can satisfy or frustrate a developer’s motivational needs
[7].
The study reported here joins recent calls to understand more
about how developers use guidance found on-line [3] and to identify
methods for studying developers’ security behavior [1]. We hypoth-
esize that social factors are effective in motivating developers to
write secure code and postulate that these factors will be evident
within interactions undertaken between developers communicating
in an on-line community setting.
This preliminary qualitative analysis examines on-line discus-
sion within posts made in the security channel of Stack Overflow,
asking:
How do developers talk to one another in Stack Overflow
posts about security?
2 BACKGROUND
Developers bring to the desk a degree of awareness about security
formed on the job and in wider engagement in the world[12], but
also must engage with it in practice [8]. The ideal within organisa-
tions is to achieve a “security culture”, in which behaving securely
is an implicit part of behavior [12]. A range of voices and skills
contribute to this process: people with different levels of individ-
ual commitment to being secure[13] alongside those who could be
described as “champions” [5].
Security has been described as a secondary concern to devel-
opers, one that must be prioritized and managed alongside other
tasks developers need to complete [2]. Nonetheless, it is likely that
developers are similar to other workers who exhibit a sense of re-
sponsibility toward security and their organizations [17]. Research
in information security suggests that workers are motivated to be
secure by social factors, that their attitudes and perceptions of secu-
rity are influenced in part by information they receive from peers
[17]. However, little is understood about what motivates developers
to adopt secure practices [1].
Motivation significantly influences productivity and code quality
in software development projects [11]. Successful developers are
motivated to learn new technologies but are rarely motivated by
reading documentation or studying manuals [6]. Instead, they en-
gage in peer-to-peer interactions and observations, both of which
have been found to bring about lasting cultural change within the
wider software developer community [4, 27]. This phenomenon is
evident, for example, in the widespread adoption of object-oriented
technologies and agile development practices [18, 19]. Motivation
is also an internal state, driven by individual characteristics and
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intrinsic needs [16]. Any attempt to study it must therefore adopt
the perspective of the individual.
Among on-line sources, Stack Overflow is reported to be the
most popular source for self-learners 1. Gamification features within
the site encourage developers to participate, promising status and
recognition within the on-line community, two known motivators
of developers in workplace environments [6]. A number of other
workplace motivators that might bring developers to Stack Over-
flow or drive them to engage have been identified, including a need
for social connection, peer interaction, and identification with the
task [22].
Recent studies within software engineering have looked at in-
dividual Stack Overflow channels, examining how knowledge is
shared and formed within the R channel[26], and finding evidence
for differences in use between this environment and other chan-
nels such as mailing lists [28]. Research looking at open-source
discussion environments has established that social qualities of
on-line interactions in technical fora are apparent [15] and can
affect contributions made to open source projects [25].
Given the opportunity, it has been shown that developers turn
to Stack Overflow to find solutions to security problems, however
the code samples taken from security posts may not be as robust
or correct as other information sources like books and vendor
supplied documentation [2]. Another recent study has investigated
other types of on-line sources of guidance about secure software
development that are available to software developers, finding that
developers must rely on diverse sources of information because
there are gaps in coverage [3].
In this paper, focus is placed on the interactions between de-
velopers involved in the security channel of Stack Overflow, to
understand both how developers talk about security and the nature
of community involvement.
3 METHOD
This study is part of a larger program of research that is investigat-
ing ways to initiate and sustain secure software culture. Building
upon frameworks of personal motivation and team culture [6, 24],
the project has two aims:
A1 Develop an empirically-grounded model of why and how
non-specialist developers can be motivated to adopt secure
coding practices and technologies into their software devel-
opment practice.
A2 Develop guidelines for creating and propagating a security
culture across software teams.
To address these research aims, this project is conducting a series
of ethnographic studies [23], within on-line developer communities
and within professional settings.
The ethnographic method is used to study peoples’ actions and
accounts of actions. The method allows researchers to develop un-
derstanding about what practitioners working in socio-technical
environments do and why they do it. The ethnographic stance al-
lows researchers to consider experience from the perspective of the
insider. Within this program of research, understanding developers’
1See HackerRank’s 2018 Developer Skills Report at:
https://research.hackerrank.com/developer-skills/2018/
individual perspectives is key, as motivation is an internal state and
the impact of peer-to-peer interaction is subtle rather than overt.
In taking the individual developer’s perspective, the intention is
not to assess the quality of the information developers provide to
one another, but to understand how they engage with and guide
one another in practice when dealing with issues related to security.
As a starting point, this study examines how developers talk to one
another in the comment streams for questions and answers given
the “security” tag in Stack Overflow.
4 DATA SELECTION
The aim is to investigate the security community of practitioners
within Stack Overflow. To identify a set of data within this com-
munity, gamification features of the site were leveraged. The site
encourages participation through features that reward developers
with points and badges when their posts are "voted up"2 . Hav-
ing a higher reputation grants access to different opportunities for
contribution.
A search of questions within the meta help site and queries in
the data explorer made it apparent that reputation and status are
important to developers on the site. Given this, a decision was taken
to select threads that are valuable to the community of developers,
as indicated through scoring features.
Data associated with the twenty highest scored questions given
the tag "security" were extracted from the Stack Exchange data
explorer data dump of 14 January 2018. Queries were run within
the hosted version of the data explorer3. Data were selected using
the following criteria:
Evident need. The top-scored questions were chosen to form the
set rather than top-scored answers to provide access to developers
that showed evidence of a need to or interest in writing secure code,
but with gaps in knowledge or understanding.
Non-specialists. The guiding aim within the overarching project
is to understand more about the security practices of developers
who are not specialists in security. For this reason, data was drawn
from the main Stack Overflow site rather than the Information
Security Stack Exchange site.
Stable data. In choosing the highest scored postings, the list of
issues also broadly reflects the list of askers given for “All Time”4.
This time period is conducive to analysis because these posts are
less active than recent top rated posts. Because the list includes
issues that are several years old, it is also possible to explore features
of community development across a longer span of time.
5 ANALYSIS
Analysis began with the examination of a single question in the set
(Q2 in Table 2). The question was examined, as were all answers
to the question, commentary and a subset of user profiles. Cursory
evidence was found within these materials to suggest that develop-
ers share more than technical information with each other about
the security problem. This finding was used to initiate a literature
review within motivation, software engineering and information
2https://stackoverflow.com/help/privileges/vote-up
3http://data.stackexchange.com/help
4’security’ top users: https://stackoverflow.com/tags/security/topusers
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Table 1: Dimensions of security engagement on-line.
Dimension Description Related Papers
Security Advice & Assessment Descriptions of the security problem. Includes technical guidance, advice and
assessments of the response and attack.
[14, 17, 21]
Values & Attitudes Statements that reveal individual attitudes and beliefs about the security prob-
lem or software development.
[6, 8, 10]
Community Involvement Indications of sustained, patterned engagement between respondents; mindset;
rules of practice.
[15, 19, 28]
security research. Analysis then turned to examination of the larger
set of data.
At time of reporting, a set of 20 questions and 137 comments
made about those questions have been cataloged and given pre-
liminary codes. The profile pages within Stack Overflow and Stack
Exchange for each developer have also been consulted. Following
principles associated with thematic analysis[9], the coding pro-
cess is inductive and iterative, and is supported by investigation of
related literatures, shown in Table 1.
5.1 Characteristics of the Data
The data set includes details about the question asker, the provider
of the accepted answer, and commenters. It also includes the set
of questions, the accepted answers, and comments associated with
each question and accepted answer. In this section, descriptive
information is given about questions, the Askers and Commenters.
Summary data about the questions and associated comments are in
Table 2.
Questions. The top 20 security-related questions in Stack Over-
flow are dominated by issues about password handling, user authen-
tication and SQL (see Figure 1). The questions were asked between
August, 2008 (Q20) and December, 2012 (Q1). Three of the questions
were last active in January of 2018; fourteen were active within 2017.
The "Last Active" date reflects edits that are made for curatorial
purposes, however, analysis has shown that commenting activity
remains active within question and answer streams for years after
the question is asked. All questions except three (Questions 3, 7
and 11) have at least one comment given about the question that
was asked.
Askers. As Table 3 indicates in green, 6 Askers participated in
the comment stream for the question they posted to the community.
Within the set, no developer asked more than one question. Eight
of the developers are also members of the Information Security
Stack Exchange site. However, information within profiles shows
that in most cases, Askers joined that channel after posting their
question. Only five have been active within that site in the last year
(indicated with Y/Y). While Askers remain active in Stack Overflow,
they do not often participate in posts given the security tag.
Commenters. Commentswere given by 109 users. Six commenters
are also Askers, who provided additional detail or clarifying infor-
mation about their question, sometimes more than once.
Figure 1: Tags assigned to each question; the tag "security"
was removed.
Among the others, only 18 provided more than one comment
within a stream (see Table 4). The remaining 85 left a single com-
ment. This finding is not surprising, given the small size of the set
in relation to the size of the channel, which had more than 40,000
posts at the time the data were collected.
Three of the developers who commented described themselves
as security aware in their profile description; they are depicted
within Table 4 in rows that are green. The activity of commenters,
as might be expected, suggest a greater variation in security related
activity. Several have answered or asked more than 40 questions
given the tag "security"; 7 have written more than 20 comments on
posts with the tag.
6 FINDINGS
The previous sections described qualitative methods employed in
this study. In this section, findings are given that characterize en-
gagement by developers within the set along two dimensions: se-
curity advice and assessment, and attitudes and values.
6.1 Security Advice and Assessment
In keeping with the requirements of the Stack Overflow channel,
specific questions are asked, often about a particular technology.
Within the comment stream the question is clarified and developed
alongside broader conversation that includes perceptions about the
security problem.
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Table 2: Top 20 "security" questions by score - the dates of
creation, last activity and number of comments (C).
Qu. (C) Asked Last
Active
Qu. (C) Asked Last
Active
Q1 (27) Dec
2012
Dec
2017
Q11 (0) Feb
2009
Feb
2017
Q2 (12) Jan
2012
Jan
2018
Q12 (7) Dec
2008
June
2017
Q3 (0) July
2011
Oct
2015
Q13 (9) Dec
2008
March
2017
Q4 (1) July
2011
Oct
2017
Q14 (1) Oct
2008
Nov
2016
Q5 (17) April
2011
Jan
2018
Q15 (1) Sept
2008
July
2017
Q6 (6) Feb
2011
Nov
2017
Q16 (9) Sept
2008
Dec
2017
Q7 (0) Aug
2010
Nov
2017
Q17 (3) Sept
2008
May
2017
Q8 (9) June
2010
Nov
2015
Q18 (5) 17 Sep
2008
Sept
2017
Q9 (5) April
2010
Nov
2017
Q19 (6) 28 Aug
2008
Jan
2018
Q10 (18) Feb
2010
May
2017
Q20 (1) 11 Aug
2008
Dec
2017
To illustrate, a developer might ask a question about using data
types securely. The question conveys a need for technical informa-
tion, but is also framed within an assessment about the cost that
undertaking the secure coding recommendation will have:
“Why does String pose a threat to security when it comes
to passwords? It feels inconvenient to use char[] (Q2)
Such appraisals or assessments are made about recommended
techniques and about the threats themselves.
“Can you cite the source of the suggestion? I can’t really
think of a reason for ‘char[]‘ being more secure except
maybe the most amateurish of threats.” (Q2.C1)
In the following example the commenter suggests that the effort
required to follow the recommendation isn’t worth the developer’s
time, but is perhaps necessary to meet demands of the job:
“But still, it’s a pointless tick in your employer’s point-
less tick list.” (Q2.C4)
Appraisals are traded among developers alongside techniques
and other kinds of information that comment on the efficacy of a
response, circumstances and scenarios. Examples of these kinds of
comments are given below.
Efficacy. In addition to assessments of the costs associated with
security techniques, developers comment on the efficacy, or ability
of a technique to avert a threat[17].
“The scheme can bemade arbitrarily obfuscated tomake
patching difficult, but it’s a certainty that the code can
be patched to avoid any check.” (Q8.C8)
“Md5 is now completely unsafe.” (Q12.C2)
Table 3: Askers involvement in threads tagged with "secu-
rity". Highlighted rows indicate Askers who participated in
the comment stream.
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As1 N N 1 4
As2 Y N 2 2
As3 Y Y 7 1
As4 Y N 6 2
As5 N N 4 2
As6 Y N 3 2
As7 N N 3 0
As8 Y Y 843 559
As9 N N 2 1
As10 N N 5 5
As11 N N 2 0
As12 Y Y 5 0
As13 Y Y 15 3
As14 Y Y 10 1
As15 N N 4 0
As16 N N 5 2
As17 N N 1 1
As18 N N 2 1
As19 N N 1 0
As20 N N 2 0
Circumstances. Many comments describe the context of appli-
cation for a security response within an implementation, and in
broader scenarios of use.
“If you are expecting an integer, use ctype_digit...IN
most case you shoudl [sic] surround it with “ ” or ‘ ’. and
escape in variable matching quotes...” (Q5.C11)
“ ... it’s a common practice in forensics to ensure that
no computers requiring investigation are turned off be-
fore their memory is dumped, in case they are utilizing
software encryption ...” (Q2.C8)
6.2 Attitudes and Values
In this section, evidence is presented indicating that developers
also qualify the advice they provide using statements that con-
vey personal values and attitudes. This is notable, as these factors
have been shown to influence security behaviour in the general
public[10].
Comments frequently indicate evidence of a security principle
that is being recommended or followed. Principles do not always
reflect formal sources of information. They can also be framed as
"should" statements or received wisdom.
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“It sounds like you may be using ‘security by obscu-
rity’ if your payment processing scheme relies on the
operation of the client remaining secret...” (Q1.C1)
“...you should never design or even implement any cryp-
tography parts yourself and instead use openly available
standards.” (Q1.C7)
Other statements make appeals to trust; in the case that follows,
that is trust in experts, or in the second, faith in the “big” guys.
“How many times must security experts repeat this be-
fore it finally sinks in: **The most common and most se-
rious security threats are always INTERNAL.**” (Q10.C11)
“Google itself tried to tackle on piracy by saving en-
crypted apks in ‘/mnt/asec’, starting in JB.” (Q1.C17)
There are a few examples in this set of appeals to fear. In the first
example below, an expression of responsibility toward the Asker is
also given:
“On the other hand the OP may now have the false
security that their native code is not (easily) readable.”
(C1.14)
“At best, rejecting such a name for technical reasons is
a band-aid; at worst, it’s false security.” (Q5.C15)
As might be expected, developers note responsibilities toward
users, requirements, and in this example, policy:
“Note that...there may be regulatory and legal policy
that affects your app and could potentially expose you
to severe penalties: see PCI compliance, starting with
http://www.pcicomplianceguide.org/pcifaqs.php” (Q1.C10)
Finally, comments often also invoke the notion of a developer’s
responsibility to the code; they appeal to developer pride and capa-
bility.
“There is nothing stopping you from implement [sic] a
secure system. Use password resets, if they don’t know
their password then they shouldmake a new one” (Q10.C5)
It is important to note that in this case, the developer asserts that
the responsibility to write good and secure code is more important
than another non-functional requirement, user experience. This
suggests that though security may be a secondary concern [2], it is
actively managed among other competing demands.
7 DISCUSSION
Participants in security posts frame questions and advice about
security with assessments and attitudes that speak both to the
response and the attack [17], illuminating the broad landscape a
developer must survey in making security decisions. In this section,
reflections are made about the questions, interactions between de-
velopers and the development of community in the Stack Overflow
security channel.
7.1 Asking Security Questions
“Any help is appreciated.” (Q19)
There are many discussions around the effective method for
storing passwords, which shows some awareness about the security
risks of storing plain-text passwords. Is hashing or encrypting more
appropriate for storing passwords? If salt is used, is it OK to store it
Table 4: Top commenters by number. Highlighted rows indi-
cate developers who describe themselves as security aware.
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Q5 2 N N 1 3
Q5 2 Y Y 10 24
Q5 2 Y Y 13 28
Q5 2 Y Y 41 34
Q8 2 Y Y 47 22
Q10 3 Y Y 69 63
Q10/As8 2 Y Y 843 559
Q10 2 N N 5 2
Q10 2 Y Y 10 10
Q10 2 Y Y 5 5
Q16 2 Y Y 14 14
together with the password hash? There are suggestions for using
tools such as bcrypt. Fundamentally, there appears to be a lack of
standard tool support for storing passwords in popular database
engines.
SQL injection attacks are also the subject of several popular
questions. Here the questions tend to bemore specific to a particular
programming language, or the effectiveness of a particular input
sanitization method. OAuth is another topic of popular interest:
what it means, how it works and how to use it are widely-read
threads.
There are very few questions about cryptographic primitives,
protocols or issues related to network security. Given the nature of
the Stack Overflow community, this is not surprising. Although se-
curity issues are quite specific, there is a lot of diversity in questions
primarily because the programming/scripting languages (Java, PHP,
JavaScript etc.) and the operating systems involved (iOS, Android,
Windows etc.) are numerous.
7.2 From Questions to Conversations
“There might be an even better way...” (Q5.C13)
The sense is given that questions within the security channel
belong to the community, not the asker. This is perhaps most clearly
demonstrated by an Asker who enters into the comment stream
some four years after the post was created, noting that his question
was changed after he wrote it(Q6).
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The developers who participate in the questions and comment
streams are aware that their problems have a security aspect. Some-
times, the information traded is precise and includes references
to established security principles. However, the way awareness is
signaled within questions indicates that awareness often grows -
out of “suggestions” given by other developers, or things that have
been “seen around”.
The dynamic nature of security problems and the impact of time
on the development of knowledge is well established: knowledge
must be updated, people must constantly react and respond to
changes in the threat environment [6].
This is exemplified within the set studied here by issues in which
a commenter points out that something in the accepted answer is
now “completely unsafe” or that a different answer offers a “better
approach” than the answer that was accepted. Such comments are
sometimes added years after questions are asked.
Most of the posts remain active, and while it is clear that some
activity is curatorial or may be done to boost individual profiles,
other activity is relevant to the security problem. Developers drop
in on these posts, to add new information, to update old information
and, it can be surmised, to learn.The set includes firm evidence of
different kinds of engagement within the comment streams. As
might be expected given the nature of the forum, people ask for
help in understanding a technical detail, and other commenters
take the time to provide it. A large number of the comments provide
factual information about techniques, suggesting packages or tools,
or providing links to external and internal sites.
However, in looking beyond questions or individual comments
toward exchanges between developers, evidence is emerging of
other kinds of involvement. Developers frame technical advice and
guidance within values and attitudes like responsibility, trust, and
fear. The link between rhetorical devices and rationale has been
noted in studies of other on-line fora[15] and these factors have
been shown to determine or influence security behavior in users[10].
While their function in this forum has yet to be established, their
presence indicates that community members provide more than
technical information about secure coding practice to each other.
7.3 Community Involvement
"You and I know it, but not everyone who reads this will
understand..." (Q16.C4)
The commenters with the most activity in the security channel
are also members of the Information Security site, suggesting that
developers with an interest in security are active on both sites, and
may have a higher degree of security awareness and knowledge
than Askers. Taken together, activity within the group suggests
that the developers are primarily non-specialists but exhibit a range
of levels of activity within the security channel and the Information
Security Stack Exchange site.
The majority of these developers are very likely also “ordinary in-
siders”. Experts use analytic approaches, while non-specialists base
their perceptions on experiential analyses, that is, on feelings about
the risk associated with their actions. The way in which technical
information is framed within assessments and attitudes suggests
that these developers may be influenced by and depend upon their
interactions with peers in the process of making decisions that will
impact the security of their code [17].
Some askers and commenters stand out. Among the askers, only
one describes himself as a security aware developer (Table 4, AS8).
At some point in time this developer also became a top 20 Answerer,
and this is also true of two of the commenters. Other commenters
are active within the security channel but don’t describe themselves
as security aware or appear within the ranking features of Stack
Overflow.
The notion of identity and roles that developers play for one
another within communities of practitioners is of particular interest
for this study and within the parent research project. Later stages
of this work will investigate how security identities develop.
8 LIMITATIONS AND NEXT STEPS
Selection drew upon the gamification features of stack overflow;
the set was identified out of those posts that had the highest score.
Cursory examination suggests differences in other groups of posts.
For example, the top 20 questions for the past thirty days appear to
be more narrowly focused on technical approaches. Likewise, only
questions have been examined in any detail. Understanding will
certainly enlarge once we examine answer streams.
Currently, understanding about secure coding practice among
practitioners extends only to developers who write on Stack Over-
flow. Many developers report using the site in their daily work, but
don’t ask questions or participate in discussions5.
To address these limitations in the coming months, future re-
search will:
• Broaden investigation to include a fuller reporting on this
set of data to include answers and answer comment streams.
• Contextualise this data against different sets within Stack
Overflow (e.g. top-rated posts of the last 30 days, wiki posts,
negative score posts).
• Identify and describe the community of security practice
within Stack Overflow.
• Explore connections between the Stack Overflow security
community of practitioners and the work practices of pro-
fessional developers in organisational settings.
9 CONCLUSION
This report describes a preliminary examination of how a particular
community of practitioners conceives of and manages issues related
to security. Findings suggest that security conversations within
Stack Overflow are rich, providing evidence about perceptions of
security, developer values and community involvement. In short,
there are indications that Stack Overflow is influential in shaping
perceptions and values of non-specialist developers where security
is concerned. It is reasonable to assume that this may also translate
into changes in behavior.
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